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The following question raised by Avramov is proved to have a positive answer in the case when (S, n) 
is an equi-characteristic local ring with n3 = 0. Suppose there is a central element of degree at least 
two in the homotopy Lie algebra of the local ring S, is it true that there is another local ring (R, m) 
with a non-zero divisorfs m2 such that SgR/(f)? We also give a positive answer to this if S is 
a “FBberg” ring (also called a Koszul algebra) and the central element has degree two. We use 
minimal models in the proofs and for the second result the paper is self-contained. 
Introduction 
Avramov [2] has introduced the notion of an embedded deformation of a local ring. 
The local ring (R, m) is called a (codimension one) embedded deformation of the ring 
S, if there is a non-zero-divisorfin R withy6 m2, such that S z R/(f). If the local ring 
S has an embedded deformation, it is easy to prove that there is a non-zero central 
element of degree two in the homotopy Lie algebra of S. Avramov [2, Problem 4.33 
has asked if the converse is true, i.e., the existence of a non-zero central element of 
degree at least two in the homotopy Lie algebra should guarantee that there is an 
embedded deformation. Avramov has solved the problem in some cases, e.g., for rings 
of embedding dimension at most three. In this paper we solve it for local equi- 
characteristic rings (R, m) with m3 = 0. 
It was proved in [4] that the centre of the homotopy Lie algebra of a local ring is 
finite-dimensional and it has been conjectured by Jacobsson [S] that the centre is 
concentrated in degree one and two. Avramov’s problem goes one step further in 
claiming that central elements of degree two should show up only in the “normal” 
way. For Friiberg rings (i.e., rings for which the homotopy Lie algebra is generated by 
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its elements of degree one), we prove this last step, i.e., every central element of degree 
two arises from a non-zero-divisor. 
We will use the theory of “models” to describe the homotopy Lie algebra of a local 
ring. For the general construction of models of local rings and its relation to the 
homotopy Lie algebra, we refer the reader to [l]. We have however tried to make the 
paper self-contained to be able to carefully study the extra bigraded structure that we 
have in our cases. We have added new “model’‘-proof of some old results, that have 
earlier been proven by means of “minimal resolutions”. 
1. Minimal models 
In this section we will define what we mean by a minimal model for a ring S, which 
is a quotient of a polynomial ring over a field by an ideal generated by homogeneous 
polynomials. We will also show how to construct such a model. 
1.1. Definitions 
Let k be a field. Let X be a vector space over k with basis B = B, u B, u ... , where 
each Bi is a finite set and has a further decomposition Bi = BiI u Bi2 u ... . In this 
paper we only consider the case when B0 = BoI. If b E Bij, we say b has homological 
degree i, homdeg(b) = i, and internal degree j, indeg(b) = j. Let Xi (resp. Xsi) denote 
the vector space generated by Bi (resp. B0 u B, u ... u Bi). By AX we mean the 
“graded commutative polynomial algebra on X”, i.e., the set of k-linear combinations 
of “words” over the alphabet B modulo the relations (for x,y E B) 
xy=(-1) homdeg(x) homdeg(y)yX, 
x2 = 0 if homdeg(x) is odd. 
The homological (and internal) degree are extended to words over B by 
n 
homdeg(b, . . . . b,) = 1 homdcg(bi), 
i=l 
homdeg(empty word) = 0. 
The k-linear combinations of words in AX of homological degree i, word length 
i and word length 2 i will be denoted by (AX)i, Ai X and A2i X respectively. 
A diferential on AX is a k-linear map d://X -+ AX of homological degree - 1 and 
internal degree 0, satisfying d2 = 0, d = 0 on (AX), and for a,b E AX, homogeneous 
in the homological degree, 
d(ab) = d(a)b + ( - l)homdeg(o)ad(b). 
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An algebra l\X with a differential d is called a DGA (“differential graded algebra”). If 
(l\X,d) is a DGA we denote the vector space (ker(d))i/(im(d))i by Hi(AX). 
Let S be a ring which is a quotient of a polynomial ring over a field by an ideal 
generated by homogeneous polynomials. Then S is considered as a DGA with d = 0 
and S concentrated in homological degree zero. A model for S is a DGA (AX, d) and 
a DGA map F:AX + S, such that H (8) is an isomorphism, i.e., 
H,(/jX) = 0 for i > 0 and (/\X),/(im(d)),, 5 S. 
Amodel(AX,d)’ 1s called minimal if dX c At 2 X, and we write d = Cl? 2 di, where 
di(X) E KX for i 2 2. 
1.2. Construction 
Suppose S = k[t,, . . . , t,]/(fi, . ,fs), wherefi =fi(tI, . . . , t,), i = 1, ,s are ho- 
mogeneous polynomials of degree indeg(A) 2 2, and where indeg(t,) = 1 for all i. We 
want to construct a minimal model for S. The beginning is easy. First we may delete 
somefi’s to obtain a minimal set of generators for the ideal (fi, . . . ,_&). Suppose this 
gives (fi, . ,fr). Then the following holds: 
i$lCif,E(tl, ... ,t,)(fl, ... ,fi), ciEk => Ci=O, i= 1, . . . ,r. (1) 
Put 
&I = {Xl, . . . ,Xn), Bl = {Yl> ..’ ,.I$}, 
dxi = 0, dyi =.L(XI, ... 3X,). 
Extend d as a derivation to AX,, and map AX,, onto S by Xi H ti, yi F+ 0. Then 
we have (AX),/(im(d)) 0 5 S. Also, by (l), (ker(d))I c A’ 2 X, 2. 
Since thefi’ s are homogeneous polynomials, we may give Xi,yi an internal degree, 
indeg, such that d preserves this degree. Thus, we put indeg(xi) = 1 and in- 
deg(yi) = indeg(fi). Suppose now i 2 2 and (/\X<i, d) is defined such that all vari- 
ables have an internal degree, which d preserves. Also suppose, d 2 = 0, d is a deriv- 
ation, dX,i c ~~2X<i, (AX,i)o/(im(d))o 5 S and 
(ker(d))j = (im(d))j for j = 1,2, . . , i - 2 
and (ker(d))i_ 1 c ~” X<i. 
Consider the complex 
This is a complex of finitely generated graded (by the internal degree) free AX,- 
modules, and AX0 is a noetherian ring, since it is a polynomial ring over k in the 
variables x1, . . . ,x,. Hence we can find finitely many generators zl, . . . ,zl, homo- 
geneous in the internal degree, for the /\X,-module (ker(d))i_ 1. By deleting gener- 
ators, we may assume that zl, , z, generate (ker(d))i_ 1 modulo (im(d))i_ 1 and that 
there is no relation 
PlZl + ... + ptZt E (im(d))i_ 1, 
where pi E A X0 and pi is a non-zero constant in k for some i. 
To kill the cycles zl, . . . ,zf, we now add new variables S1, . , S, of homological 
degree i and indeg(Si) = indeg(z,). In other words, we put Bi = {S,, , S,}, dS, = zi 
and extend d to a derivation on /\X<i. Then everything works if we can prove that 
(ker(d))i c /\22X,i. T o see this, suppose z E /\X,i, z homogeneous in the internal 
degree, homdeg(z) = i and dz = 0. Then, for some pi 6/,X0 and u E AXxi, 
z = pls, + “. + pts, + u. (2) 
By degree reason we have u E/\?‘X, i. Taking d on both sides of (2), we get 
~1~1 + ... + ptz, 6 (h(d));- 1 
Hence, by construction, indeg(p,) 2 1 for all i, and it follows that z E AZ2X,i. 
The following facts hold for minimal models. If (AX, d,), (l\Y,d,) are minimal 
models for the rings S, T with augmentations e,:/\X 4 S, +.:A Y + T, andf’is a ring 
homomorp_hism f:S -+ T, then there is a DGA map TAX + AY such that 
H(&=)oH(f) =fo H(Q). This follows by standard arguments, since the augmented 
homology of AY is zero. Furthermore, two such mapsf;,,L induce the same map 
f:AX/A”X( EX) + AY/A” Y ( E Y). This is true, since the minimality of 
(A Y, dy) implies that two elements in AY, that are mapped by dy to the same element 
in l\Y, must agree on Y. In particular, we get that two minimal models for the same 
ring are isomorphic. 
2. The homotopy Lie algebra 
Suppose S is a ring as in Section 1, and let (AX, d) be a minimal model for S, where 
X = @i>_oXi, and Xi has basis Bi. We also assume that each Bi is ordered, which 
extends in the natural way to an order I on B. We define the homotopy Lie algebra 
L = n(S) for S in the following way. As a graded vector space, L = BP2 1 Lp, where 
LP = x;_,, the dual vector space of X,_ 1 
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The basis BP_ 1 for X,_ 1 defines a dual basis for Lp and hence a linear map 
X,-, -+ Lp which we denote by x H x *. If y E Lp we write Liedeg(y) = p and hence, 
Liedeg(x*) = homdeg(x) + 1. 
A Lie product Lp x Lq + Lp+q is determined by d2 in the following way. Let cxyZ E k be 
defined by 
dx = C cxyz yz+u wherexEX,~EA\“~Xandy,zEB. 
YSZ 
We then define, for y,z E B, 
[z*,y*] (x) = ( - l)Liedeg(y*)~xyz if y < z, 
cy*, 
Z*] = _ ( _ l)Liedeg(y*) Liedeg(z*) [z*,y*] if y < z, 
(Y*)2 (x) = - cxyy if Liedeg(y*) is odd. 
The definitions are extended linearly and the standard (graded) Jacobi identities (see 
[l]) may be derived. The Lie algebra L also has an internal degree. We put in- 
deg(x*) = indeg(x) for x E B and we write Lpq ( = zpq (S)) for the elements in L of Lie 
degree p and internal degree q. Since d preserves the internal degree, the Lie product is 
a map LPq x L’” + Lpfr q+s. Since indeg(x) = 1 for all x E X,, and since dX c A’*X, 
it is easily proved by induction on homdeg(x) that 
indeg(x*) = indeg(x) 2 homdeg(x) + 1 = Liedeg(x*) for all x E X. 
Hence, 
Lpq=O ifq<p. 
The following proposition is a generalization of a result by C. Lech, and gives an 
equivalent condition for an element in L* to commute with everything in L’. It is not 
needed for the other results of the paper, but it shows that there is some connection 
between the notions of a non-zero-divisor in a ring and a central element in the 
corresponding Lie algebra (an element in a Lie algebra is central if it commutes with 
all elements, and two elements x,y commute if [x,y] = 0 (an odd element x commutes 
with itself if x2 = 0)). 
Proposition 2.1. Suppose (AX, d) is a minimal model with { yl, . . , yr) as basisfor Xl. 
Then [yr, x*] = 0 holds for all x E X0 if and only if 
C pidyi = 0, pi E AX,, pi homogeneous * indeg(p,) 2 2. 
i=l , 
Proof. Suppose [y T, x*] = 0 holds for all ?C E X0 and suppose xi= 1 pidyi = 0, 
pi E AX,, pi homogeneous and pr non-zero with indeg(p, ) 5 1. We will derive from 
this a contradiction. The cycle plyI + ... + pry, of homological degree 1 is a bound- 
ary in AX. Since l\X is minimal, it follows that pi is not a non-zero constant and 
hence pi E X0. Since d(A\“X) c At3X and plyI E A’X, there is z E X2 such that 
dz=p,y,+ ... +p,y,+u, whereuEAZ3X. 
Hence [yl*,p:] (z) = k 1, which contradicts the assumption. 
On the other hand, suppose pIdy, + ... + p,dy, = 0 implies indeg(p,) 2 2. If 
ZEX*, then 
dz = plyi + ... + p,y,, where pi E AX,. 
Since d2z = 0 we get p,dy, + ... + prdy, = 0 and hence indeg(p,) 2 2. From this it 
follows that [yr,x*] = 0 for all x E X0. 0 
If(/\X,d)isaDGAand~E(/\X)~_i is a cycle, we will use the notation //X(y; 
dy = a) for the extension of AX obtained by adjoining a new variable y of homologi- 
cal degree i which “kills” a. The next proposition (cf. [S, Theorem 21) shows that if 
there is a non-zero-divisorSE S with indeg(f) 2 2, then there is a central element of 
degree 2 in n(S/(f)). To solve Avramov’s problem mentioned in the Introduction, we 
have to consider the other direction, about which the proposition also tells something. 
In the next section we will introduce “Froberg” rings, for which we can solve the 
problem (knowing that the central element is of degree two). 
Proposition 2.2. Let (AX, d) be a minimal model, S = AX,/(im(d))O and letf E //X0, 
indeg(f) 2 2. Then f is a non-zero-divisor on S if and only if AX< y; dy = f) is 
a minimal model for S/( f ). Moreover, if this holds then y* is central in x(S/( f )) and y* 
generates the kernel of the natural homomorphism n(S/( f )) -+ n(S). 
Proof. Suppose f is a non-zero-divisor on S. Obviously H,(AX(y; dy = f)) % 
S/(f) and hence it is enough to prove that Hi(AX( y; dy = f)) = 0 for i > 0. Let 
ay + b be a cycle in AX(y; dy =f), where a,b E AX. Suppose first that hom- 
deg(ay + b) > 1. Then a must be a cycle in l\X of positive homological degree and 
hence a is a boundary, say a = dc. But then ay + b - d(cy) is a cycle in l\X of positive 
homological degree and hence it is a boundary and hence so is ay + b. If 
homdeg(ay + b) = 1, then a E AX, and uf is a boundary in l\X. It follows that 
af = 0 in S and hence a = 0 in S, i.e., a is a boundary in l\X. Hence ay + b is 
homologous to a cycle of homological degree 1 in l\X and therefore ay + b is 
a boundary. 
To prove the implication in the other direction, suppose AX< y; dy = f) is a model 
for S/(f). Suppose a E AX0 and af = 0 in S. We want to prove that a = 0 in S, i.e., a is 
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a boundary in AX. But since af= 0 in S, we have uf = db in ,/jX for some b. Hence 
ay - b is a cycle in /j X ( y; dy = f) and hence a boundary, say d(a’y + b’) = ay - b. 
It follows that da’ = a, which was to be proved. 
Finally, suppose AX< y; dy =f) is a minimal model for S/u). Then dX does not 
contain y, in particular y does not occur in the d,-part of the differential of AX (y; 
dy =f), which is equivalent to the fact that y* is central in rc(S/(j)). The natural 
homomorphism rc(S/(f)) -+ n(S) is induced by the embedding of AX into AX(y; 
dy =f), which gives the result. 0 
3. Fraberg rings 
Given a minimal model (l\X,d) we define a subspace XC,, of X by 
XC,, = {x E X lindeg(x) = homdeg(x) + 1 }. 
We claim that (/\X(,,, d) is a differential subalgebra of (AX, d). We proved in the 
previous section that indeg(x) 2 homdeg(x) + 1. Hence, since dx E Az2X, it follows 
that indeg(dx) 2 homdeg(dx) + 2 with equality only if dx is in AzXC1,. 
then 
But if x E XC1), 
indeg(dx) = indeg(x) = homdeg(x) + 1 = homdeg(dx) + 2 
and the claim follows. It also follows from the above argument that d = d, on AX,,,. 
In terms of the Lie algebra we have 
{X”lXEX(,)} = 6 LPP. 
p=l 
Since L’ = L”, this subspace of the Lie algebra contains the sub-Lie-algebra gener- 
ated by L’, which we denote by L (l) The following proposition tells us that we in fact . 
have equality. 
Proposition 3.1. With notation as above, 
L(l) = & LPP 
p=l 
Proof. We will prove by induction on n that L”” c L(l) for all n 2 1. For n = 1 this is 
true. Suppose Lpp c L(l) for p < n. Let y,, . . . , y, be a basis for (XC,,),_ 1 and 
Zl, . . . ,z, an ordered basis for (XClJ)5n_2. Then there are constants Cijk E k such that 
dyi = xj<kCijkZjZk. SinCe(~X,d)iSminimal, thematrix(Ci(jk))i=l, __.r,(jk)=(ll).. ..(ss) 
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has linearly independent rows. We 
(zj*)2 = - ccijjy* 
By the rank theorem, there are r linearly independent equations and from these 
YT, ..’ ,Y,* may be solved for in terms of [zy, zf] and (~7)‘. This proves that 
L ?lfl = Cpiq=JL pp, Lqq] and hence by the induction hypothesis L”” c L(l) and the 
proof is complete. 0 
c. Ltifwall 
have by definition, 
ifj < k, 
if Liedeg(zj*) is odd. 
The following corollary is due to G. Sjodin [7, Theorem 43. 
Corollary 3.2. With notation as above we have [L’, L’] = L2 ifand only if indeg(dy) = 2 
for all y E X1. 
Proof. If y E X1 is homogeneous, then indeg(y) = indeg(dy). Hence L2 = L22 if and 
only if indeg(dy) = 2 for all y E X1. 0 
Definition 3.3. Suppose S is a ring as in Section 1 with Lie algebra L. We say S is 
a Friiberg ring if L = L(l). 
If V= @i>O Vi is a graded vector space over k, we write V(z) for the series 
&,o dim,( Vi)z’ and (if V, = 0) (exp V)(z) for the series ni,r(l + z~~-‘)“~~-~/ 
(1 _ ZZi)n21, where ni = dim,(Vi). 
Theorem 3.4. Let (AX, d) be a minimal modelfor S, and let L = z(S) be the correspond- 
ing Lie algebra. The following are equivalent: 
(i) S is Friiberg, 
(ii) LPq=Oifp#q, 
(iii) d = d2, 
(iv) S(z)-(exp L) ( - z) = 1. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 we get (i) o (ii). Also (i) * (iii), since, as was remarked 
above, we have d = d2 on AX,,,. Suppose now (iii) is true. We want to prove (ii). We 
prove X,, = (XC,,),, by induction on n. Suppose therefore X,, = (XCII)<n and 
y E X,. Since d = d2 we have, dy E /j2XC1, and hence indeg(dy) = homdeg(dy) + 2 
and so indeg(y) = homdeg(y) + 1 and we conclude that y E XC,,. 
To proof (iii) o (iv), we first make some preliminary observations. By pure combi- 
natorial reasoning, we get 
c I(/yx)jIziuj = 1 
irO,jZO 
(j+(l + uz)n’.(l _ U2Z)n2’ ..’ ) 
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where ni = ) Bi I. Moreover, 
(1 + z)““.(l + z3)n2. . . . 
(expL) (z) = (I _ z2)nl.(l _ Z4)ns. ... 
and hence 
1 1 
l/(expL)( - z) = (1 _ ,).,,‘(I - z’)~‘.(~ _ z3)n2. . . . 
= i,O;,O I(fix)jl( - l)jzi+j 
= l + nl)z + “z2 
( 
C I(/\'X)jl( - 1)’ Zn. 
i+j=n 1 
Hence condition (iv) is equivalent to 
IS,1 = C I(RX)jl( - 1)’ for n 2 2. 
i+j=n 
(3) 
For n 2 2 we have the following complex 
0 -+ X,-l A(l\2X)n-2 dz . ..d-J_/p/_ s, --f 0. (4) 
Now we can prove (iii) o (iv) as follows. If d = d2, we get that (4) is exact, since 
(AX, d) is a model for S. The alternating sum of the dimensions of the vector spaces in 
(4) gives (3). Suppose on the other hand that (3) holds. We can prove d = d, on X,, by 
induction on n. Suppose d = d, on X,, _ 1. We have an exact sequence 
(/j2x)n_2p+...6, A “X,-G& -+ 0. 
Since (AX, d) is a minimal model, there is a subspace K of X, _ 1, on which d = d, and 
d maps K isomorphically onto the cycles in (A’X),_,. By (3) I K( = IX,_ 1 I and so 
K = X,_ 1 and hence d = d2 on X,- 1. 
Theorem 3.5. Let T be a Friiberg ring. Suppose rc(T) has a central element # 0 of Lie 
degree 2. Then there is a Friiberg ring S and a non-zero-divisor f E S with indeg( f) L 2 
such that TE S/( f ). If rt( T) has a central element of Lie degree 1, then there is a Frijberg 
ring S such that TgS[x], where x is a variable. 
Proof. Suppose (A Y, d) is a minimal mode for T and suppose y E Yr satisfies y * is 
central in rr( T) and y # 0. Since T is Friiberg, d = d2, and therefore y does not occur 
in d Y. Let f = dy and let X be a subspace of Y such that Y = X 0 yk. Then it follows 
that (/jY,d)~/jX( y; dy = f). We now claim that (/jX,d) is also a minimal model. 
To see this, let z E AX, homdeg(z) > 0, dz = 0 and indeg(z) = j. We prove by 
induction on j that z is a boundary in AX. For small j this is true, since then z = 0. 
Since z is a boundary in A Y, there are a,b E AX such that z = d(ay + 6). It follows 
that a is a cycle. Since indeg(y) 2 1, we have indeg(a) I j - 1 and hence, by induction, 
a is a boundary in AX, say a = dc. But then ay + b - d(cy) E AX and 
z = d (ay + b - d(cy)). 
Hence, by Theorem 3.4, (AX,d) is a minimal model for the Friiberg ring 
S = AXo/(im(d)) O and by Proposition 2.2, fis a non-zero-divisor on S and (A Y, d) is 
a minimal model for S/(f). Hence TrS/(f) and the first part of the theorem is proved. 
Now suppose y E Y, and y* is central in n(T). In the same way as above we may 
prove that (A Y, d) g AX ( y; dy = 0) and that (AX, d) is a minimal model for a ring 
S (which is Froberg). But then (A Y, d) is a minimal model for S [ y] and the theorem is 
proved. 0 
Thus, we have partially solved Avramov’s problem for Froberg rings. If there is 
a central element of Lie degree two in the Lie algebra of a Froberg ring, then the ring 
has an embedded deformation. 
Finally, we will leave the self-contained part of the paper and use earlier results to 
solve Avramov’s problem in full for equi-characteristic local rings with the cube of the 
maximal ideal equal to zero. Such rings may be written as polynomial rings over 
a field modulo homogeneous polynomials of degree two and three. 
Theorem 3.6. Let T = k[t,, . . . ,t,]/(fi, . . . ,J), where (tl, . . . ,t,)3 c (fi, . . . ,f*) c 
(t 1, ... , t,)2. Suppose n(T) has a non-zero central element. Then there is a graded 
k-algebra S and a non-zero-divisor f l S of degree 2 2, such that Tg S/( f ). 
Proof. By [6, Theorem 21 either Tg k[x]/(x3), m which case we may put S = k[x] 
andf= x3, or T is Froberg and n(T) has cohomological dimension 2. In this second 
case, we may apply [3, Theorem 31 and get that the central element is of degree one or 
two. Thus we may apply Theorem 3.5. The case T=S[x] is excluded since T is 
artinian. Hence the central element is of degree two and the result follows. 0 
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